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LOCATION & DIRECTIONS 
Black Leopard Mountain Lodge is easily accessible for 
self-driving guests. 

There is shaded parking on the reserve where you can 
leave your car and we will pick you up from the pick up 
point in our open game viewer which has a trailer and 
drive you through to camp. 

GPS COORDINATES | The Reserve Gate: S 24°57’21.5” E 
30°19’37.3” 
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There is one daily pick up time from the parking area on 
the reserve which is 14:30 

Simon (Management)  084 447 4666          
Julius (Management)  082 223 8615
Anton (Head Guide) 071 854 8014
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BLACK LEOPARD MOUNTAIN LODGE
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LOCATION & DIRECTIONS

Located deep in the Thaba Tholo Reserve and beneath Lutla Mountain (part of the Steenkamps Mountain range), Black Leopard Mountain Lodge is nestled in a riverine valley surrounded by nature.  Due to the mountainous terrain you require a 2x4 or 4x4 to get to the lodge. 

GPS COORDINATES |    The Reserve Gate: 
S24°57’21.5” E 30°19’37.3” 

The reserve entrance is situated just off the R37 Burgersfort & Polokwane road, outside Lydenburg/Mashishing, Mpumulanga. 

FROM GAUTENG 

Take the N12 to Witbank/eMalahleni, or from Pretoria take the N4 to Witbank/eMalahleni 

Pass Witbank/eMalahleni and keep on the N4 highway, 
past Middleburg

Take the Belfast/Dullstroom off ramp and travel through Belfast and turn right at the Red Puma fuel station in Belfast to get on the  road to Dullstroom (DO NOT follow the GPS instructions to carry on the N4 via Machadadorp, as this is a much longer route and the road from the N4 to Lydenburg is very rough and filled with massive potholes and in some areas no tar)

Proceed through to Dullstroom and then on to Lydenburg.
Please watch out for bad potholes between Dullstroom and
Lydenburg. 

Once you arrive in the town of Mashishing / Lydenburg, you come into town on the main road Viljoen street. Keep on this road to the Caltex and Spar 4 way stop street. 

Pass straight through this stop street. Follow sign boards to Ohrigstad and Burgersfort

At the Medical Centre 4-way stop street, turn left into Kerk Street

Follow the signs again to Ohrigstad and Burgersfort
Follow this street until you come to the Engen garage /Kia Motors 4 way stop street.

Turn right into De Clerq street. This street takes you out of town. 
Once out of town take the first road left (R37) to Polokwane/Burgersfort
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Travel on the R37 for about 35km down the Waterfallsriver pass 

Once on the straight stretch turn left at the very first road on your left (Beetgekraal Road). Please note that this is a dirt road

Continue on the Beetgekraal road for 3km (Citrus trees on your right) 

Turn left at the silver gate marked LB6, Ndallen Boerdery (there is a Gyrocopter on a pole) and look out for the BLC/BTC sign

Enter the gate, passing staff accommodation and travel straight for about 200m until you get to another large silver gate (opposite the silver shed) 

Enter this gate (please CLOSE this gate again) and travel on this twisty turning track until you get to the Thaba Tholo Reserve gate

Enter the code provided upon booking ensuring that you CLOSE this gate correctly (remembering to tumble the coded lock again)

Once through the gate carry on until you get the second road on the right with a sign showing BLC, follow rocks/signs painted BLC to the lodge/Black Eagle View.


